


meaning that responses are limited and a decision will be skewed - a deliberate act to
ensure the Council statistics/responses are in their favour?!

Apparently, the Council wants more people to use public transport, however the current
public transport system does not cater for the population. The bus system is woeful at best,
the frequency, connections and coverage are sorely lacking.  The frequency of the train
system is also woeful.  3 trains an hour after 9am and during the day is just not good
enough.  So the rationale that this is to force people to use a broken system is not a good
enough justification for this proposal.

I would like to express my disgust that the council has allowed such a build-up of
townhouses, units and flats without the appropriate forward planning and impact
assessments of the current issue of streets full of cars.  What has the council done to
address their density planning of the impacted areas?  Penalising current residents for
Councils lack of foresight and strategic planning, is not a solution.  We are not the CBD, as
per your fact sheet, so justifying and comparing Glenroy to the CBD, is ludicrous. 

The outlined plans about visitors parking and yearly on street parking, what fees are the
council projecting to charge?  What will the fees be used for?  Will they be put back into
the GLENROY community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council
boundaries.  Brunswick and Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council
budget, however Glenroy residents and owners pay a massive council tax amount, however
the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way behind Coburg and Brunswick. 

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe
Vale Road.  Why is there any parking along Pascoe Vale Road, at any time?  This causes
tailbacks from the north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why
hasn’t this been addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east
and west bound behind the shops on Pascoe Vale Road? 

Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to
the west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the
fringes of the suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in
the affected areas?  The current scheme will push out where people are parking and impact
the surrounding area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t provided any
relevant impact assessment to the fringes of the affected area. 

I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support any
sort of parking restriction in Glenroy, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent
public transport system to support the community.

 

Regards
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can provide relevant rebuttal or support for the proposal.

My property WILL be affected, as half the street, Prospect Street, is affected.  However, I

was NOT sent any information and only found out about this less a week ago.

I would like to understand the protocols and how the community engagement was

undertaken? Who and how the council undertook providing the information for residents

and owners and others to respond and when? 

It seems the council has not engaged all community members in any substantial way,

meaning that responses are limited and a decision will be skewed. 

Apparently, the council wants more people to use public transport, however the current

public transport system does not cater for the population. The bus system is woeful, the

frequency, connections and coverage are sorely lacking.  The frequency of the train system

is also woeful.  3 trains an hour after 9am and during the day is just not good enough.  So

the rationale that this is to force people to use a broken system is not justification for this

proposal.

I would like to express my disgust that the council has allowed such a build-up of

townhouses, units and flats without the appropriate forward planning and impact

assessments of the current issue of streets full of cars.  What has the council done to

address their density planning of the impacted areas?  Penalising current residents for your

lack of foresight and strategic planning, is not a solution.  We are not the CBD, as per your

fact sheet, so justifying and comparing Glenroy to the CBD, is ludicrous. 

The outlined plans about visitors parking and yearly on street parking, what fees are the

council projecting to charge?  What will the fees be used for?  Will they be put back into

the GLENROY community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council

boundaries.  Brunswick and Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council



budget, however Glenroy residents and owners pay a massive council tax amount, however

the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way behind Coburg and Brunswick. 

As a senior citizen, the support provided by the council is insufficient, particularly as I am

widowed and only have my old age pension for income.  This is insufficient to pay for any

additional assistance, and Moreland council does not provide anywhere near the same level

of service other councils do, but their council tax is greater than those other councils. 

Moreland city council is not working for the best of all people within the region,

particularly Glenroy.

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe

Vale Road.  Why is there any parking along PV Road, at any time?  This causes tailbacks

from the north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why hasn’t

this been addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east and

west bound behind the shops on Pascoe Value Road? 
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the affected areas?  But with the current scheme will push out where people are parking

and impact the surrounding area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t

provided any relevant impact assessment to the fringes of the affected area. 

I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support any

sort of parking restriction in Glenroy, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent

public transport system to support the community.
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street as they do no have sufficient parking.
 
I am quite close to affected areas, arguably within walking distance to the train station, however
I haven’t been provided with any engagement material. I would like to understand the protocols
and how the community engagement was undertaken? Who and how the council undertook
providing the information for residents and owners and others to respond and when?  
It seems the council has not engaged all community members in any substantial way, meaning
that responses are limited and a decision will be skewed.  
 
Apparently, the council wants more people to use public transport, however the current public
transport system does not cater for the population. The bus system is woeful, the frequency,
connections and coverage are sorely lacking.  The frequency of the train system is also woeful.  3
trains an hour after 9am and during the day is just not good enough.  So the rationale that this is
to force people to use a broken system is not justification for this proposal.
 
I would like to express my incredulity that the council has allowed such a build-up of
townhouses, units and flats without the appropriate forward planning and impact assessments
of the current issue of streets full of cars.  And still continues to do so. What has the council done
to address their density planning of the impacted areas?  Penalising current residents for your
lack of foresight and strategic planning, is not a solution.  We are not the CBD, and the solutions
that work in the CBD will not work in the same way here.
 
As mentioned above, my street has had more townhouses created and on-street parking is
limited, however the council has continued to allow more townhouses to be built.  Why are the
planners not catering for more parking in the non affected areas?  Will this boundary of
restrictive parking become wider over time?  Should I be concerned that I will also be affected in
years to come?
 
The outlined plans about visitors parking and yearly on street parking, what fees are the council
projecting to charge?  What will the fees be used for?  Will they be put back into the GLENROY
community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council boundaries.  Brunswick and
Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council budget, however Glenroy residents and
owners pay a massive council tax amount, however the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way
behind Coburg and Brunswick.  
 
What is to stop people parking a few meters away in surrounding streets like my own? 
 
The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe Vale
Road.  Why is there any parking along PV Road, at any time?  This causes tailbacks from the
north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why hasn’t this been
addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east and west bound
behind the shops on Pascoe Value Road?  
 
Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to the
west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the fringes of the
suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in the affected areas? 
But with the current scheme will push out where people are parking and impact the surrounding
area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t provided any relevant impact



assessment to the fringes of the affected area.  
I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support this sort
of initiative, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent public transport system to
support the community.
 
Regards,





side.
 
Finally, we understand that the Council submitted Amendment C171 to the Minister to have the
north side of Irvine Crescent re-zoned to be General Residential rather than Residential growth
and that although this Amendment has been refused, this clearly states the Council’s position. 
We content that  it is contradictory and perverse to the Council’s position on this, if it were to
permit a 20% reduction in minimum parking in the north of Irvine Crescent, when it has so
clearly stated that it shouldn’t be zoned Residential Growth and this would be to further
compound that mistake.  Here is the opportunity to partly rectify this situation.
 
We propose that you redraft Map no 11PO to remove Irvine Crescent from the Schedule 2
overlay.
 
Thank you for consideration of this submission and if you wish to discuss we can be contacted on
the numbers below.
 
Best regards,

 

 
 
 





Kind regards,

 





to off street parking in their streets and to also have to pay for permit/visitor parking
whilst other residents do not.  My currently quiet residential street will become busier and
thus noisier with people looking to park in it as a result of these proposed changes and this
will make it more difficult for us to find parking near our residence.  I will no longer be able
to provide unlimited free car parking for family/friends when they come over to visit us at
the same time clearly affecting my amenity as we currently have no issues with this.
 
There are many people in our community whom are unable to use other modes of
transport ( i.e. people living with diasabilities and the elderly).  These people will need to
park close to where they need to go and there will be insufficient car parking places for
them.  The proposed changes to car speed limits, road closures, narrowing of streets due
to widening of pedestrian access and cycling lanes, giving priority to pedestrians and
cyclists over cars will significantly further negatively impact these people making their
journey times significantly longer and adding to their difficulties.  In addition, many people
without disabilities still want to use their cars and need places to park.  Reducing car
parking will not make these people use public transport nor ride a bike.   Local businesses
will also be adversely affected if customers are unable to secure free car parking nearby as
these customers will go else where thereby affecting our local economy.  Ensuring
developers are required to provide car parking within developments will further reduce
the need for these new residents to park their cars on residential streets.  I believe it is
naive and unrealistic to think that residents in these new developments will never have the
need to use/own cars.
 
Yours sincerely,
 

  
 
 
 



 
 
 

11th November, 2019 

Letter of Objection to Amendment C183 - Proposed introduction of parking overlays 

Attn: Kirsten Coster 

Dear Ms Coster, 

I am a long time ratepayer and resident (although not currently). I am concerned by the current 
proposal and I do not believe the recommendations will result in the intended outcomes without 
some or all of the following detrimental effects: 

● An increased burden on unrestricted parking either within Moreland Council or
immediately outside the council boundaries.

● Parking permits become a tradable commodity as currently occurs in other inner city
areas. Vehicle ownership within the municipality becomes a luxury for those who can
afford it.

● Moreland will be a less desirable location to live for many people, including families,
people who require vehicles for work, people with elderly parents in other areas, etc.

● Activity Centres and Neighbourhood Centres will attract low quality developments
(already an issue in parts of Moreland) as it will make economic sense to sell studios,
1-bedders, and student accomodation which are primarily rented as opposed to owner
occupied.

In order for Moreland to realistically achieve lower levels of private vehicle ownership while 
retaining a strong and vibrant community, more work needs to be done in the following areas: 

● Public Transportation - Relative to other lines, Upfield trains are infrequent and
cancellations are a regular occurence. Bus connections are poor and even close
neighbouring areas are difficult to access by public transport.

● Cycling as a means of transportation - I understand this is a current focus for the council
however cycling infrastructure in the area has been neglected for years. Increased
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enforcement of traffic violations and monitoring of driver behaviour would go a long way 
to improving the safety of cyclists. 
 

● Improve Pedestrian Access - Large parts of Moreland are still unsafe or unpleasant for 
pedestrians particularly after dark. Poor lighting, large tracts of light industrial land, and 
anti-social behaviour from a small minority or people are all contributing factors.  

 
 
I love the suburb of Brunswick and I believe it has character like no other part of Melbourne. I 
commend Moreland Council for their work to reduce vehicle ownership however I believe these 
changes are premature and will adversely affect residents and have undesirable effects of the 
social fabric of the community. 
 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
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